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FOREWORD -
The Health iPi4o6ram- of the Southerik Regional 'Education Board grew out of

L

a resolution of ..the Southern Governors Conference in 1954. The major concern

of the' governors at ,that' time was the shortage of manpower for the public mental

heaji
°

th :Prograpls . The% ?lental Heal th 1p.sogram at the Southern Regional Educati on
. .

a

Board was therefore charged to "stimulate and facilitate mental health training

and 'research "' in the114 state region. Much of the program activity of the past

20 years has been, focU-sed on training per se, However, it is becoming apparent

to state and nat:ipnal leaders that si ply training more workers is not the 'an-

swer to ourNanpOtier problems of distribution, utilization and retention.

For 00 oii.pc, four years the Mental Health Program has had a Confei.ence on

Continuing.pUcational Opportunities made up of the staff development or train-
..

ing officers ofthe state mental health"agencies of th region to facilitate
I,

the whole ,Matter of staff development within the stap mental health agency.

This is .suptiorteeby Grant Humber T15 11F1 11663 from 9.1e Continuing Education

BranCh56fif,the Nati °nal . ti tutee of Mental Heal th .

In February,'1973 the Conference seVup a-task force t Xplore the-many.

$ ,

dimensions',of total manpower development for the mental health services (public
A °

and 'privale)4nd.to maket'SuggestiOns and recommendations for ways in which a

state might better, add;-ets its total mental health, or human service manpower

.9



This publication is thexesult of that task force delibei.ations. tie

hope it will be useful to mental health adanistrators,legislators gover1nmen--

tal leaders such as personnel and budget directors, edtcators and professional

leaders.

He are partccularly grateful to's-the members of:the task force who wprked

On this- project and to the members of the Conference who made their iNts

and reviewed it. Ile are also grateful to Dr. Neil\Waldrop, director of the

Division of Manpower and Trainingiand MrlWarren Lamson, chief of the Contin-
i

uing Education(, Branch of tli for, their support , and issistance.

Harold l. ttPheetdrs, M.D.
Director, Commission on Mental

Illness and Retardation
'Southern Regional Education.Board.



INTRODUCTIOli

In recent years the leaders of state mental health programs have become in-

creasingly aware of the need to give specific attention to the many dimensions

of manpower development. In most programs salaries for staff (manpower) make

up 70% of the mental health program budget yet this is perhaps the most inelastic

element of all of the resources. Most states commit a substantial portion of

their budgets to,-training (from 5% to 17%) activities in a range of profession-

al., technical and continuing education programa. There have been stuqies of

mental health manpower by comprehensivemenial health planning groups, but still
4

manpower remains a critical, problerm.

Examples.

Most mental- health programs find themselves short of psychiatrists, yet

many of the psychiatrists who-might be employed are prepared for mainly one -tc-

one psychotherapy. They are not trained to work with a team of professionals
,4

and paraigrofessioals to serve a large number of clients. Rural mental health

programs and programs in poverty areas find it altt impossible to recruit

the numbers of professionals they need. There a'r'e often struggles between the

various disciplines regarding the roles and-models each is to play in any

collaborative team 'effort. ddl level workers trained in community colleges

often findno jobs have been.established although there are still claim. of



npower "shortages".

.

, ...

4
4).

Over-the years both the 'federal government and state governments and indi-

collegesand universities have supported and encouraged.the training of

re mental health professionals, *specially of the big four,- psychiatrlsts,

c inical psychologists, psYchiatric social worker§ and psychiatric nurses. Yet

shortages problems the4istributioh4problems, and the,utilization problems

remain..

The Complexity,ofsM6Power elopMent'

There is now a growing awareness thaVmental health manpower development

/ must concern itself with many complex issues beyond just, manpower studiet and

4..' ' w.

primary training of mental health workers. A thoughtful analysis reveals what

a truly compleOustness mental health manpowewreally is. Among the many as-

pects that mutt be considered in addition to manpower studies and primary train-

ing of workers are manpower projections, manpower utilization career systems,

Middle

;
level mental healthtworkers, recruitment, cost effectiveness, licensing

and cer fication, financing and continuing educar

,

The Trend to Human ResourCes Agencies

O

The manpower situation in state government i presently becoming more complex'

as manystates are mloying to combined departments of human resources which bring

together mental health, mental retardation, alcohol and drug abuse, physical

health, family 'and children services, welfare; vocational rehabilitation and

sometimes corrections into a single delivery and manpower.system. The overall

agency, is ,often concerned with finding ways to use the existing manpower of

thes agencies in more flexible ways to better serve the clients. But
h 1 .

whether the states area combining the service delivery' system or not, they still



find that there is need for more\systematic apprOaches to manpOO.Ortrlopment

for all of the.individual programs and that most of these agencieslise;many of

the same kinds of workers. In fact many human service workers make their careers

by moving from one state agency program to another as they gradually ascend a

career spiral by making career advances with each successive move.

The Conference on_ Continuing Educati_nal Opportunities Of SREB

Very few rate mental health or h man service agencies have given compre-
.

hensive attention to this whole matter of manpower planning and development.

The Conference on Continuing Educational Opporturdties of the Southern Regional

Education' oard is made up of,the directors of staff,development or training

from the mental health and mental retardation agencies of the South.. Aile their

concern is primarily for the many aspects of training (basic professional train-

ing, in- service training, orientation programs and continuing education), they

are also concerned with the total picture of mental health'manpower development,

especially as it relates to the public mental health services: of their states.

They are aware of, the recent intention of the federal government to change the

existing pattern of financial support for basic education.in the professional

distiplines of psychiatry, clinical ptychology, social work'and psychiatric

nursing to make future support of training responsive to the specific manpower

needs of the mental health service agencies in the states rather than to the

needs of the individual professions. This intention of the federal government

makes it especially desirable for the states to deVelop their own mental health

or human service systems in order to be responsive to new directions as well

as to be more responsive to their own legislatures,...merit systems, budget

officials°and boards of higher education which are also looking to the state



mental health-agencies for guidance in their'own programming.

Task Force on Wanpower DeveTopment

The Conferencemil-ontinuing Educational Opportunities named a Task Force

on Mental Health Manpowb.r Development in the Spring of 1973 to pool the expe-

rience and judgment df the states in providing alternative guidelines regard-

- ing some of the many complex issues facing the states in mental- health manpower

development. This is the report from that Task Force.

These guidelines, are in no sense directive. Rather they are exploratorY

of some of the various 'issues and alternative approaches together with the

indications for using one approach over another. They dere not dexhaustive of

all possible issues, but illustrative of some of the common issues and consid-

erations They.are being set down in order to provide assistance to responsible

mental health ag4r leaders, professionals, educators, .personnel officials,

staff development officers and other planners, citizens groups, budget; officers

legislators and others who are concerned with mental health manpower develop-

ment in the states.

4
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A

MANPOWER STUDIES

iilanpower studi9s are a loglcal starting 'point for manpower development programi,

but they are only a starting-Point: There are several to 'keep in mindt,s,
regarding manpower studies:

In designing and cgridvting manpower studies, the staff-will want to

think-of the studies, and the.data as a basis for action rather than

(Primarily for s%ientific or historical reports.. The approaches to

,.data gathering, the questions to be asked, the sources to be queried,

etc. are somewhat different when the ultimate objeCtive is action. \

SeOfie..cif,,Nanpower Studies

rnpling-studies or special studies may be more Amportant than ex

erisiVe surveys.

Judgments and perceptions of the future.may be more significant than

the fadts of the present.

Ready availability of data maynbe Pore useful than scientific per-

,fection. The, manpower situation) is a rapidly-moving target so that

tine consuming precision becomes relatively meaningless.

Post mental health manpower tudies have concerned themselves with a single,

profession (i.e., psychiatry, psychology or nursing) and oftenvwithin just °a

single system such as the. tate mental hospitals. Many have suffered from

trying to find answers to so many questions, in ,a questionnaiv'e that the re-
t

sponses comprised only a- small sample of the known manpower. Often the data
#:".4,

has been aggregated by state totals .so that it is difficult to analyze distri-b

bution problems or other specific man over patterns within the States./ A very_



basic question that.must be answered at the start of a manpower study, is the

scope of the "study'itself,

1. Ede suggest that mental health manpower studies include data on all
professions and technologies in a state using the same basic formats,
schedules and techniques.

This would include data from state mental health agencies, mental
retardation agencies, alcohol-ind drug abuse agencies; local community
mental health programs, voluntary programs, private practice and

( private hosrpitals, university And college training programs and federal
agencies (perhaps excepting the, armed forces) .

. In some states such a study would trno 'aripropriately include all
human service manpower, not justment 1 heaTth.manpower. In any case
the study slftuld at least recognize t at many "mental health" pro-

s fessionals are employed in dther kinds, of agencies such _as corrections,
.'publicschools and, public welfare.

Ideally this data would bebroken down by smaller sub-regions o f the

state so /that it can show distribution for regidnal planning. ft very
helpful study of health, rehabilitative and social servite manpower

I a

in Arkansas a few years ago displayed the data by small subregions
made up of three:or four counties surrounding a community such a$
Magnolia, Eldorado or Fayetteville._

Ideally 'such a study wOuld include data about:

. existing manpower. -(where trained, 'geographic origin,Fetc.)

. reasonable demand for f re manpower - inFluding vacancies
standards to be m . i.e., based on Alabama court order to Joint
Commission on. Accreditation of Hospitals), and anticipated program
cltang,.s (drug, alcohol,,etc.)

the state's !training capacity for manpower

1) basic training programs for Professional manpower

2) continuing education - for existing employees

all of this data were related to small sub-regions of the state and -covered

.

1, significant professions and technologies, and were done in such a way that

-the results were rather quickly -available,. there would be a very useful man

power planning base.' For continuous planning these studies ,.might be set up ta,

be repeated rather easily a regular periods of time .\such as every other year



This is a big_job, of coursea

from' original. surveys.

HQwever, not'a 3 0 this data must be gathered

Existing Manpower

For existing manpower most professions already have most of this data

available in the records of licensing or registration boards or in theAtember-
.

ship rosters 9f professional/organizations. There is considerably more diffi-

cblty with some of the technologies and "irregulars." The "irregulars' are

persoris who do considerable mental health work but who often are not systemat-

ically viewed as mentat health workers, suchas chaplains and pastoral coun-
ts.

selors, alcohol an.: dyg counselors:shelteresi employment personnel, volunteer'

rrouram ccor4inatqrs and mental. hr!alf, :educators. In 'all' of, this, an early ;

decision must be mad6 aLo6t which professions and sp'ecialties are sUfficiently

.Froblematic to include in the studies.

Sampling Studies for Planning Purposes
b

There would appear to be real virtue in doing a study of this kind in

functional but not perfectionistic detail. The manpower situation is sure to

have changed somewhat by the time a' report of a study is issued. .Thus there

would appear to'be little need for 100% surveys of. all professional workers.

1. Sampling studies are more apprdpriate. What is most ,needed is suffi-

cient data,for administrators to use in making their policy decisions

rather than data for reporting in a scientific journal.

For these purposes reasonably close estimates that,are ratherouickly

obtained are likely to be more useful than precise data that may

require several months of repeated questionnaires. This data may be

more quickly obtained from a few key localleaders than from mail

questiolinaires sent to all practitioners or agencies.

Reaopable Demand

i The matter 9f obtaining an estimate of reasonable demand requth some

1



tpeOal attention. On `thee one hand there is a tendency. to ask for data on

"present vacant positions." This approach is likely to-give numbers that are

considerably under fealistic demand since most agencies'have,ecertain amount

of administrative flexibility to convert some positions from one set of require-

ments to another depending on availability of workers. Also this approach is

not likely to providemanpower data on prograds that are in the planning stages

but which will be implemented in the near future. At the opposite extreme is

the tendency to ask "how many positions are needed?" which tempts respondents

to give blue-sky estimates of "need" that are far too high to ever be filled

within the limits of budgqts and personnel practices.

1. The surveyor is faced with the problem ofirording this question so that

it reflects reasonable and realistic future demands as well as current

vacancies. The surveyor will want to assure that projections of need

also include staffing ,needs for programs that are planned for the near

future but Which are not yet in operation.

2. There is also the matter of how far into the future one should be

asking for e'stimates. At the level-of manpower studies of this kind
there is little ,need for asking for data beyond five 'years in the

future and probably two or three years will be more useful. There

are too many changes in personnel, administrative and public policy,
technology, etc., to make local estimates useful beyond five years.

However, longer range projections are needed at a broader manpower

policy level and, be considered in the section on Manpower Pro-

jections.

Training Resources

Surveys of manpower training resources pose some of the same issues as

information about.manpower'demand. it is desirable to bwie information on

1. current enrollments

Current vacancies in training capacity

geographic diitribution of training programs within the state
. \

some notion of the geographic area of origin of students in those
training programs that serve an ehtire state

1



In cases where major training resources lie close to a state line,

it is well to include, information about the extent to which the

students are residents of the neighboring state or plan to practice

there.

Manpower planners should be aware that much information about training pro -

\
grams is already available in other places such as boards of higher education

and licensing and(gccrediting organizations. It is not necessary to do original

surveys for all this information.

Special. Studies

From time to time it will be desirable to do special studies to gain in-

depth informatioq about special aspects of manpower or-training (i.e.,.continu-
,

ing education resources, financing of students or programs, drop -outs, demo

graphic data, turnover in agencies, salaries, etc.) but there appears to be

little need. to monitor every Kind of data on a routine basis for overall man-

power planning.

11



MANPOWER PROJECTIONS

The art of making long range projections of manpower needs is stilllvery crude.

There are ,several usdful approaches to making manpower projections and a few

others that have somewhat limited usefulness.

Basic Population Data

There are certain kinds of data that are very basic for making manpower

414,

projections. There are 1) the basic population and 2) area-economic growth

projections from the Bureau of the Census and from local and regional planning

bodies. Host of the people for whom we shall be planning mental health ser-
r

vices over the next ten years have. already been born. The population pro-

jections can tell us much about their demographic characteristics and their

overall liv*circumstances for the next ten years. These data are fairly

firm in: telling which geographic areas are likely to increase or diminish

in population and the socioeconomic trends that are expected. From these we

can estimate something of the client needs for services.'

Predicting Public Policy, Economics, etc.

The remaindev^ of the system is much less certain and depends on plans

and predictions of future patterns of services e than just prediCtions for
. \

manpcNer. This involves all of the complex fors of economts, public

demand, organization of services, public policy and technology. In mental

13 1 r



health this involves estimating whether National Health InsUrance will pass,

whether it will include coverage for mental disability what it will co0r

more than just the physician's services, whether community mental health

centers will continue to grow, whether the state mental hospitals will con-

tine to diminish and/or be phased out, whether new community alternatives to,

institutional care will be developed, whether new kinds of manpower will be

widely accepted and used, whether new psychopharmacologic agents will reduce

the need for-manpower, whether new. .state level organizations of human resources

will chdnge the kinds of mental. health manpower needed, whether schools, courts

and other agencies will increase their use of mental health manpower, etc.

It also requires estimates regarding the state of the general economy,

manpower trends in other fields, the trends in mental disorders (i.e, will

drug abuse continue to be a Major problem?). These future patterns are far

from ceetain, but it is possible to make some predictions about many of them.

At this time there are a few trends that seem to be stable:

1. The trend in services is still strongly away from institutional care
for mental disability. Many persons predict that this trend will
accelerate in institutions for the retarded as it has for mental
hospitals. However, reduced patient loads have generally not result-
ed in fewer staff persons, until, the point at which entire institutions
or major segments of them are actually closed. -

Despite dips in the economy, the general trend is likely to be con-
tinued expansion. Even the temporary dips seem have relatively
little effect on manpower demands except for a fewilfionths. However,
many economists predict that the expansion of the relative proportion,
of the Gross National Product that has gone to health in the past
.decade will soon stop.'

National health insurance is predicted to be a reality within five
years but the coverage of mental disability is not so certain. Most
early plans did not include mental illness. It is likely that cover-
age of mental disorders will be .eonsiderably limited at first. It
is also,possible that the focus on payment for specific medial
services will face a gradual erosion if favor of some system of pay-
ment for a "client-day". of services which will include all kinds of
individual' services.

14



In making predictions for Specific states it is possible toidentify

certain factors more pre4iseIy. Doesqthis state have a rapidly row-
ing population and econonly,,or 'does it have more stable patte

Is this a state that rapidly adopts new social and organizational
forms or is it somewhat traditional and conservative? What, are the

political trends that could lead to drastic policy and program changes

.in mental health?

The same kinds of predictions maybe applied to''sub-regions.of
states, the major cities, rural areass depresedt areas, etc. The

patterns of mental, health manpower.distrib'utiOnre certainly not

the same for all of these Various areas ,,today and, there is little
reason to think they will be. th'e'same in the future.

.Predicting Patterns of Manpower Utilizatioh

Another major consideration rela tedl fo.predicting.future patterns of

manpower utilization in the' variousiiparts he *state and the mental health

system. Will professionals be used. primari_ s therapists or as consul-

tantS and teachers for other 'workeralelli le level workers be used or

?alitthe systeriirdemand only full li'me,,pto "Appals There will be more

about utilization in a la:ter:section.

Relating to Overall. State:Plans fd Hdaltn, -Mental Retardation and

Alcohol Services"

Each state is,supposet:to..have an overall mental.health service plan

and overall plans-TO'r;61-coholisM, dru6f.abuse, `mental retardation, the aged,

etc. that spelt outtioe-servites to: be ,developed and dirlivered over the coming

years,. -These state. plans pfeStiniably have already considered the above factors
ge',A . 2

In developing thei r. re ons . Cer.rtainl; ,riental th enanpower pro--
J

jerptionrahould -be related to, the overall state ,mental Wealth; mental' retar-,

c4-, .

-AA:0°n aricfaddictioN,serVices plans. Perhaps there OA have to be some

modifiCati3Oris'Ao. reflect the manpower needs of any part4f the state system

that not, formally included. in the state's service ) plans ( i . e . the

15



universities or the Veteran's Administration), but the overall state,mental

health services plan will provide the logical base/for a manpower develbpthent

plan and for making manpower projections.

iproaches to Manpower Predictions

There are two common approaches- to, making manpower projections that have

imited use.

1. One of these, is to apply same,arbitrary "standard" of need devised
by experts or professional. associations. These standards are usually
stated in such terms as "one physician is needeq for every 600 people
in the population." Often these stand are, idealized figUres..
At other times these standards are ba mthe assumption that
patterns for services, technologies, etc., will remain as they have
been. In any case they are likely to be, of limited usefulness be-
cause of their rigidity in the face of unique local differehces.

Another common technique is to make straight line projections of
past manpower trends into the future (i.e., "Since the number of
psychiatrists in the state doubled in the past decade, we predict
that it will again double in the next ten years.") :This technique'

, of projecting manpower needs has-obvious flaws since it is based
on-the assumption that there will be no changes in public4policy,
technology, economics or utilizaiion.

In fact the arbitrary application of any kind of formula acrois a state

or program seems destined to be wrong except in the very crudest way. There

are too many differences in the ways programs and services develop in the

various states and especially in sub-regions such as rural areas, metro-

politan areas, poverty areas, ghetto areas andaffluent suburbs to be able

to apply argitrary formulas.



MANPOWER UTILIZATION

Most of what has-been diScussed so far relates:to nuMbers klt,mentathealth'

professiOnals and workers. However ere is another dimension that-of'hoW

.thelgorkers- are .used that also has impor ant implicationsformenpower:deVeJO07

Ment. Manpower utilization means dif erpnt things to different people. .

hasat least these

1. that do the rofessionals do in their rofessional work time? Do

they do long term psychotherapy or short term treatment? Do they

do individual therapy or group therapy? Do they do, extensive and

routine evaluations or more sharply targeted studies Many observers

believe that professionals could often use their time more effec-

tively than they presently do.

2.-'Are the mechanics of working hours and conditions efficient so that

maximum rofessional time is available for clinical work? Do

pro ess ona s spen ong hours waiting for patients to eat or be

dressed and brought to treatment areas? Do staff spend time writing

records that could be dictated? 'Can working hours be scheduled so

that young momen professionals might work part-time while their chil-

dren are in school ? Is too much time taken up by rout' s ff

meetings, travel, etc? (Many hospitals have discon nued ho ding

routine diagnostic and treatment conferences. New patients are

assigned to a single team for immediate diagnosis and treatment as

they see. fit. Of course, the team. can seek consultation if it needs..

it. A limited number of staff conferences are retained for training

purposes,)

What kinds of tea s are used? Most mental health agencies claim

to use t e,team approach ut there are many variations 'on "the

team" that have impoistant implications for manpower utilization.

Among them are:

a. the traditional physician directed team in which every move of

each member of the team is quarterbacked by the psychiatrist or

17
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-physician. This is sometimes referred to as the medical model
and is 'most common in hospitals. It usually limits what various
staff persons may do to only tho.se activities prescribed bti
the physician. .

the evaluation team in which the patient is given a.routine set
of evaluations, studies and tests by the various professionals
who then come together to decide on 'a diag9osis And treatment
plan truA diagnostic staff-conference. Some people fee!, this ,,,,

leads to'unnecessary.testt and lost-time before treatment begins.
It is wasteful of staff time for fi-eatment.

c. the democratic team 'ih which each worker hat an equal vote in what
happens to the pattent. This sometimes leads to improper diag-
nostic aa%.: tr.-2,meht plans and is often .i"on,-.1.erous am', slow.

the non-directive team in which the client prettY much:decides
his own course and to mhom he will 'relate This is fine fora
TeLso'ilably ay ressive client, but a passive person is likely to
be overlooked.

e. the one-worker coordinated team in which one woiler takes primary
responsibility for a certain 'gmall group of clients. Thismay
be one of the professionals or .a mental health technician or
other person. This tends to ,fix responsibility and gives: 'the
client the assurance of_ one person to whom he.can relate
regarding the totality of.his problem.

What is the organization of staff? Is the staff organized according
to professions p.e.odepartments of nursing, departments of social
services) or according to functional I units- in which all staff report
to the unit director regardless of that person's profession? What
are the patterns of supervision? Is supervision a matter of moni-
-Wring to assure that performance is meeting certain predetermined
standards or does it 'include consultation and education to improve
the person's performance?

How are the patients and services organized in relation to the staff?

In most mental hospitals the patients,traditionally were organized
according to levels of nursing care (i.e., incontinent patient
wards, acute patient wards, disturb d wards). This form of
organization grew out of the custo 1 needs of an earlier time,
but it also tends to use personnel way that reinforces
custody.

b. Other hospitals have organized their patients by disease prob-
lem (i.e., alcoholic units,.epileptic wards). The staff is
Win organized for "treatment" of the specific condition. How-,
ever, this oriedtation provides limited rehabilitatiori.
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c.,-Other hospitals have organized their patients- according to 027
graphic units in which the staff is more closely related to the
human service personnel of. he patients' home area This organ-

ization seems to reinforce rehabilitation and earlier release
of patients. These are issues that need careful consideration
as we plan our programs to make best use of our manpower in

meeting objectives for patients.

Are middle level: workers fparaprofes sionals) used and if so how? In

The past few years there has been the development of a range of pro-
grams to training middle levels of mental health'workers ranging

from the New Careerists with intensive in-service training to Mental

Health Technicians and.Mental Health AssoCiates with Associate degrees
or. Baccalaureate degrees. These training programs are located in

technica) education centers, 2 :year community colleges and,4 year.
colleges.

Several of the stateshave written job descriptions for these new
workers and are employing them; others have not. But ow will they

be used? a) as aides or assistants to one or another of the exist-
ing professions? b) as mental health generalists, assigned to a
small group of clients and-their families to help them with what-
ever the clients need in their treatment and rehabilitation by extend-

- ing the competencies of all of the professionals? c) Will they be

be used only in new services and programs such as community after-

care or crisis centers, or will they,be used in the traditional
in-patient and out-patient treatment 'programs? d) Will they be
assigned to only a single kind of task or activity such as behavior

modification, psychological testing or psychotherapy?'

Most training programs are preparing their workers for the genera-
list role in order to extend the competencies of the professionals,

but it remains, or each agency to decide whether it will use these

workers in that model or in one of theAlternatives.

However, it is essential that a planful decision be made and the
position descriptions and tables of organization by prepared accord-

ing to that decision. The training programs will then hopefully
modify the learning experiences for students in accordance with the

decision about which role models the workers are to play.

ileedfOrtfulConsideration of-Manpower Utilization

For the most part the'leaders-5 mental health programs have given little

attention to issues 'of how they organized and used their profess(onals and

other workers. They have generally emulated a traditional pattern of organ-
,

ization of staff with little thought for overall efficiency of manpower



utilization. At times factors such as availability of certain kinds of workers

or prafessional status or-a pattern which could bring in the largest incoie

have determined how manpower have been Used. In the future we must be more

critical aboutohow we organize-and use our manpower in ,order to achieve our

mental health program objectives for clients and communities with maximum

efficiency.

A statewide mental health manpower development prograin would not only

examine existing manpoWer utilization patterns and make recomtnendations for

change but would also set a plan and have staff assigned to bring about thoie

changes. These changes might involve new procedures, new organizational

structures, new manpower, new training programs; etc. require aciiver,

work to bring these changes about, but that would be one of.the responsi-

-bilities of a manpower development program.
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CAREER. SYSTEMS

The mental health manpower picture has been characterized by, the lack of any

real career systems for the workers except within a few professions. On the

one hand were the professionals with full academic preparation - often at the

masters or doctoral level. On the other hand were a large number of psychiat-
.

ric aides anti attendants.who had only brief in-service education and no status
= IP

in the system. They were generally presumed to carry out mainly custodial

functions. Theys were virtually no career system y hich one of these per

sons could advance to professional status in the stem out leaving work,

going to college and a piofessional school and reentering.ih a professional

job position. There have been a few rudimentary career opportunities, but

they, have tended to rely on seniority or

fession. 117

At present most of our society is moving to the concept of a manpower

system that provides several levels of workers and career opportunities for

workers to move from one level to another upon,demonstration of additional

competence regardless of wheiher this competence is obtained through accred-

ited academic training or from experience on the job. The field of mental

health and the human serviceOris now also' moving.in this direction. The

anced degrees within a single pro-

four general levels of workers are:



Level 1 - entry level or. New Careers lever.. These are persons with no
specia ized job training before. employment bUt an intensive perfod of

in-service or technical school training. They carry out some of the
most common functions of their field.

Level 2 - the technical level. These persons, with one or two years of
specialized training for work in a technical school or community college
and often with an associate of arts degree, carry out the ordinary day--
to-day functions Of the field. '

1

Level 3 - the associate professional level. These persons; with appeoxi-
matelY a baccalaureate degree of specific professional preparation in-
the field, carry out both ordinary and some extraordinary functions of
the field plus some administrative duties. (This does not include persons
with a general studies degree with no specific professional training.)

Level 4 - the profeWonal or specialist level: Persons with full 1i
censure or certification and often a masters or doctor's degree carry
out all functions of the field plus teaching, research and administration.

While these levels are usually described in terms of the educational equiva-

lents, they should not be tied to educational degrees, but rather to levels

of competence. For each of these levels of workers it is desirable to develop,

standards of performance ,.a step which is only now beginning to be implemented.

TraininTand Use of New Levels of Mental Health Workers

Hew Careers programs to train Mental Health Assistants are a new but

grow-41'g phenomenon. In addition over 170 colleges and schools presFntly

offer two-year Associate.of Arts degrees in mental health 'to train Mental

Health,Technicians or Associates. There are presently only .a handful of

baccalaureate

baccalaureate

programs in mental health, but there are several hundred

programs i0ocial welfare.

With the development of these'training Programs in the higher education

,system, some states 40 designed a.career series of job specifications in

mental health Mental Health Worker Series)- or in specific professions

(nursing series, social work series, etc.). At present theie career series
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are largely on paper and have noibecome trul'y functional. However, the

paper work i$ a necestary first step. There is still-much to be done in

defining the comPvtenciet.an the criteria for movement of workers from one

level to, another (rather than just on the basis of seniority or academic

credentials). There are also needs to decide upon patterns of utiliz tion

for the various levels and worker relationships to°professionals. All of

this also implies that the state should have a.really effective employee

evaluation program based on these decisions.

Salary Classifications

Important also is the salary classification given to the various levels

of workers. There has bcen a tendency to pay aides and attendants very low

wages, sometimes below the minimum wage, because of the great cost df the

large numbers of these workers in the total mental health system. Pay levels

should compensate the workersjor increased combetence and responsibilities

and make it worthwhile fore workers to Whnt to advance their careers through

the, system both in terms of professional perfor;mance and in salary. In

. I

addition td a salary incentive for advanced supervisory performance, there

will ideally also be provision for a worker to advance to high leiiels of

salary classification based on professional performance alone. At.present
'1

the only- route to advancement is often by .going into administration and

leaving direct clinic4 work..

Career Patterns in the Human Services

One factor to be kept in mind in developing tareer systems in mental

health is that there should be provi on for articulations with other partse



of the mental health system (voluntary, local and private sectors) as well.

`as with other human -service agencies (welfare, corrections, rehabilitation,

health, etc.) . Host professionals have traditionally made their careers by

moving from one agency to another of these systems. This leads to more rapid

career ascendency for th# individual as well as providing a more widely

experienced-worker.' Relatively few dynamic' careers -have been built by stay-:

ing in a single agency and waiting for prorikitions there. This kind of career

spiral through several aaencies rather than just a rigid-ladder Ckncept with-

in one's own agency s'hould probably be enbouraged for all levels of mental

health careers. 'Those states and loical governments that are moving to a com-
.

biped hUman resources-organization May find it relatively easier to provide

for this kind of compr4hensive career system than those states that maintain

separate agencies for each of the huma service programs.

Leadership for Career Systems

The whole process of establishing such a career .series a.? 'jpb specifica-

.

tions and making_ them operational depends on the collaboration of, many people

including mental health ,agency leaders, personnel officers, merit syseiem ad-

ministrators and budget officers. It requires a good deal of time and effort

and calls for reasonably aggressive leadership from the mental health program

leaders since they are-the persons basically responsible for instituting such

changes in their own systems. There will also be ties to local technical ed-

ucation programs, community colleges and universities whereby workers can study

to increase their knowledge and skills. A great .deal of increased compe-

tence can come.from job experience and staff development programs in the

agencies, but it is also well to have ties to the higher educational system

for career development programs.



TIES TO- EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

A serious problem exists in linking the educational institutions to the delivery

,s4teMs:so: that the training Progarams are trainingyappropriate numbers: of

perSonS in .,the appropriate competencies :and .role Models that are needed by

the.de.livery:system.~ In the past there haVe been poor connections betWeew

the two so that rant' Observers'rhave felt that the training frograms have too .

Ofteri beenpreparingpractitioiiersfor a traditional one7to-Ope therapy model

that l.leads themintO prattiO:or case work jObs-Which may not be

Avery helpful i n: terms :of-the broader .service .needs of the public delivery

system.

PI arming -Trai wing_ Programs

At the level of program planning' for new training programs there, should

e some consultation between the educattdnal planners and the major agency

systems to ascertain that the agency systems do indeed need workers of the

kind that the colleges plan to train and to assure that jobs will be avail-

e at the time graduates are, produced. This will also provide .occasion`

learn just what competenCies are needed by the graduates:

1. In some state systems of higher education there is a person or a
unit in the coordinating board of higher education that insists
that this kind of planning be done before approval and funds will
be granted for, a neyr training program. This applies only to the
state system'of higher education, of course, and not to private

colleges, or universities.



2. The private.tolleees and universities must 'be a0Proached-
Sometimes there is a council or consortium'of private colleges that f

can be involved.

. The stateigtoordinator of 'unior or communft" colle es is
%
often-

separate from t e rest ofi t e system o g er e ucation; often he .
is located within the state Department'of 'ducation.

Nith or without a state manpower program the colle7 training programs

should take the initiative to establish planning committees of faculty per-

sons and selected representatives from local and state mental health agencies

to ascertain their needs for workers and the specific competencies required

as well as to plan for those parts Of the training that will provide prac

ticum or field/ learning for the students in the agencies. These committees

ideally v ill remain active, meeting about four times a year even after the

training prograins have been planned and implemented to provide feedback for

program evaluation and modificatiom and-for planning continuing education

programs.

The Mental 'Health.pigenc

Toe major problems of linkages. seem to lie: with the mental health. agency

SYsteMs howe-ver,:.for,mqs.t,'6U them have no oVerall...manpd!fer development pro.,

gram.thai can respond to requests .froMhi.gner educatiOn,evenwhen theiare

made. If here.7were some kind of.-: Mental Health or Human SerVicesManpower

Development .Commi ss On: Atkr. Office;. this:need coUTd be better..met7 I t would

be-Most appropriate for the initiative for_manpoWer planning, to come from

the agencies which are the ultimate users of the persons trained in the

colleges. At the very least there shoUld be one -person .trom the state 'Mental

Health agency (i.e. , the staff develoPme t'officer) who has responsibility

lor liaison with the higher, education systems of the state.



Financial 5 ort for, Facillt and Stkide%

In some cases the agencies may iwcOidefina,Antai support for clinical

faculty Persons for the college progvrn if these persons also

have clinical respobsibilities in ttN a94-aprock)gra1lis. This is a good way

to provide the college with. current ()I.trvItion abcp 1.lt the programs and

training needs of agencies

In other places the agencies 0)1 4c;o/tdo finatnei al support for students
4

in the training programs , either as or as 190r k-study Programs . In

these cases the agencies. have a speolpi i,a5Pollsf ibil ity to assure that the

training is fairlY speci fi cal ly targ6teq e the praicti ce needs of the agency

especially if this work-study mecheahirn paeitrt of tie agency's career

system to provide aQvancement opportunIt' for staff

The 1:lature of Gaps tsetween

There, are certain gaps bet6een longilago8e and the orientation 0
col lege training .programs and agency s 1\if proiograms that require special

attention.

Perhaps the gratest problems. 114 he Rios bett-ileerl tihat training insti-

tutions teach and %that' agencies expO

models and value Systems .rather that

training institutfuns are likely t

ho tivAlorkiers lie in the area of role.
sic KAnoaledge and skills. The

13.clinel to prefer the one -to -one

clinical treatment model and to aSc011i 194P ¢stat-us to other roles and

functions such as Consultation, teak eScoathe"a-Itninistration, rehabilita-

tion, prevention and community mental.. 11 Thy tend to "teach about"

these other roles and functions why ti,L,11Y deV!veloPin 9 competence in the

one-to-one clinical treatment model, He t[iso.e d s fferences are frankly
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explored between bcith parties, it should be possible to develop training pro

grams that provide competence in all of the functions and roles and that

deal more realistically with the value issues: The agencies might provide

the experiential lea ning opportunities for learning the alternative role

models that are mor appropriate for the public services.

Another of e gaps lies in the factthat the colleges'and professional

,schools tend o teach basic clinical knowledge and basic clinical skills,

but not the many complicated issues regarding the delivery of services in

organized systems. Thus the graduates find themselves at a 'IN to know, how

to function with other kinds of workers in a public delivery system that has

its basic value orientation in serving large numbers of persons with an

adequa e level of service rather than serving alimited number of clients at

a so what idealized level of personal service.

Another problem lies in some of the language differences between aca-

demia and agehcies. Academic persops tent to use a language of abstractions

and generalizations while agency people use more practical and pragmatic

-language. Even the same words such as "evaluation" or "accountability"
.

are likely to have different meanings in'academieand in agencies. Bpth

sides must be awireof this gap and ask for clear definitions to assure that

they are talking about the Same, things.
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RECRUI-TilENT AND SELECTION

Thcro ai-p.at least two aspects of recruitment and selection that are important/

in mental ;lealthmanpower development: 1) recruitment and selection of.

persons for training in the mental health desciplines and2) recruitment and

selection of persons fo0 specific jobs. The first is of major concern to

the training institutions and the latter to the mental health agencies.

Recruitment of YounkPeople to Human Service fields

Most states have had no systematic efforts to recruit young people into

the mental health disciplines. The few programs that generally exist such

as Future Nurse Clubs-(are more likely to be related to the biomeqical aspectS

of Health rather than the mental health aspects of the health professions.

However there are a few examples of projects (such as Teens .Who Care by the

Kentucky Mental Health Manpower Commission) that combine volunteer or summer

work with career information and counseling that have been found successful

for stimulating mental health career interest in selected youngsters with a

hunfan service orientation. These programs work with high school counselors

to make 'them aware of career opportunities in mental health as well as

with the young people themselves. Programs of this ktnd may provide a key

to the problems of geographic distribution of mental health manpower. If

we recruit and seleCt young people from the geographic areas in need, :these
. f.



workers are more likely to return. A program of this kind requires a staff k

to manage the work. O

For' the academic institutions the problems tend, to e more those of

selection rather than recruitment. The colleges and universities tend to

place the highest premium on academic aptitude.and achievement in making their

selections. Actuall; thi5 may be putting undue emp s on candidates whose

main inclination is to teaching or research rather than to service. Some
414

observers feel that more emphasis, should

geographic origin, and long range career

tials are adequate. These factors might

power problems

'be given to such factors as race,

plans - so long as academic creden-
frt

help solve sbme of the overall man-

of serving rural areas, poor neighborhoods, minorities, etc.

Efforts of this kind have been successful, in demonstration projects.

Recruitment to Jobs
11,

When.it mes to recruitment of :trainecrworkers into agency jobs the

issues are a pit different.' It lielps if the state has a coordinated recruit.;

ment program with all major agencies and insti tuti ons participating. In

this way announcements°and advertisements can-be of high quality and more

widely distributed. A single recruiting point'can stress the varied advan-

tages of the state such as climate, recreational opportunities and social

opportunities as well as directing inquiries to the most appr6priate agencies

or institutions within the state..

In some states the state Merit System claims to do this kind.of recruit-

ing. Howevp', fore profesiional mental health workers the state Merit
System's

approach is seldom as effective as one developed by the mental health agency
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itself. (although cthi s effort shottld be worked out' together with the personnel

peoPle)..- The .,s.tate. meptalhealth agency .is usually able to give sharper

-
attention to some of the finer. distinctions in the 'recruitment of personnel

with special qualifications. for instance they can be more selective in the

recruitment of psychiatrists with an orientation to public service and they

can discriminate between a 'baccalaureate social welfare graduate with simcific,

skill training in ,human service work from a person with a general studies

course.
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LICERSURE AM CERTIFICATION

in ,.some professions and states there- are legal obstacles in various licensure

. ,

and. Certification laws that restrict certain persons from performing functions

vt061 they might othglise be able to perform on behalf of clients. These

i;OClude'provisionS that middle level workers can work ,only under the super-

vision of full professional workers or,provisions that certainTmiddle level'

workers are .restricted to only certain tasks. These restrictioni'mtay

found in psychology practice acts, nurse registration.laws, medical practice

acts and others. Occasionally such restrictions are established by admin-
,

istrative policy rather than by law.

In either case it is well to remember that laws and regulations are

written by people and can be changed by people. This is sometimes hard to

do especially if it involves changing a practice act for an entire pro-

fession, most of which is not primarily related to the mental health field.

Proposed changei are best negotiated ahead to time with key leaders in the

appropriate professions and with members of the regulatory board that ad-

/

ministeri the laws. Spade work will also have to be done Oith key legisla-

tors and the governor's staff to inform them of the reasons for the changes

and to assure that they understand the implications and support the changes.



Licensure

Licensure is a legal process for assuring, that persons who hold them -

selves out to practice certain skills or professions either have passed an

examination of competence or have graduated from an approved training pro-

Aram'irfthe profestion. This.provides assurance of a basiC level of:compe-

tence. A license tends to beCoMe aright which is very difficult to revoke

unless the:worker:becomes groisly incompetent. Since licentdre provides

a floor for basiccompetence only, it may be well to combine liCensure with

certification;

Licensure laws require very careful drafting to assure that they adequate-
, 2

'ly protect the public and yet provide fora realistic delivery' of service.

It is all too easy to inadvertently put in a phrase or clause that will limit

the adequate delivery of service in the public services by, for example,

:requiring a superviiing professional to-be on site or to have directed a

middle "level worker in whatever he does.' Either restriction might make it

impossible to provide any service .at all in a remote rural area'or in a

.poverty. area.

Certification

Certification is a procedure.for giving special recognition and rewards

for training or qualification by examination - often beyond the basic require-

ments forlicensure. Certification tells the public that the practitioner

is qualified to call himself the specialist in the field in which he is

certified. This may be rewarded by higher fee schedules or higher salary

levels. However certification does not prohibit a person from practicing;

but only-from using that title. It is basically a system for upgrading and



rewarding such improvement and as such should be used more than it is. Many

specialty.societies are now requiring recertification based on repeated

tests of competence or on evidence of Successful participation in continu-

ing education programs.



CONTINUMG EDUCATION.

Another major aspect of mental health manpower development is that of continu-
,

ing- education. The needs for. continuing education relate to three cib-jectiVet:

1 to sharpen and deepen basic knowledge and skills.

2. to learn new knowledge and skills

. to move programs into new directions. This is more related tb use

of continuing education as a management tool, but it has important

clinical implications also.

Mose Responsibility?

7t The respon4ibility for organizing and planning continuing
A
education pro-

grams is a mixed responsibility of 1") the colleges, 2) the professional

associations and 3) the employing agencies with the result that none has

done a very satisfactory job. Continuing education tends to be a second

priority for each of these groups. However, there is an increasing movement

for all of these parties to establish more formal mechanisms for dealing with

continuing educationi

1. In colleges this is represented by Division of Continuing Education

or Extension Services.

. In professions it is shown by continuing education task forces, and

by requirements that members participate in continuing education as

a condition for continued membership or certification.

In agenciee it is manifested by officer of Staff Development or
Training that have continuing edudation, as a major concern along' 1
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with in-service 'education, basic professional education and orien-
tation programs.

Making Continuing Education Relevant to Practitioners

A serious problem lies in making continuing education programs relevant

to the needs of practitioners andLin providing rewards and sanctions that

motivate and make it possible for, such persons to attend. Sometimes the

university faculty make-excellent teachert for continuing education, but they

are often suspect by practitioners who are reluctant to pUt themselves bpck

into a student role to be lectured to in subjects that appear more academic
,rve

than practical.. The focus must be on helping practitioners solve.their
.

4

immediatevractice problems? and to be more effective and efficient rather

than just on learning academic concepts and principles. When theories are

,taught, ,they should be followed with practical applications.

1. .`Any devices that helps practitioners assess their own performance
problems such as the Problem Oriented Record or self-assessment
programs are likely to provide more accurate dat about needs and
to motivate persons 'to participate in continuing ee3cucation.

In addition the agencies must prov'i'de sanctions and rewards (time
off, travel, salary increases, etc.) for staff to make it possible
and desirable for workers tol,partitipate in thele programs.

Continuing.Edutation.for Community Practitioners

There isalso..the matter ,of providing continuing education in mental

health for?a,range:of community level ftactitionerssuch as family.ftsicianS,

public health nurSesSocial Workers, teachers, ancrclergyMen to-help,theM

more!ceff4tiVely manage the' emotional probleMs'Of clients.00 encounter

in the course of.their regular- work, What are these nee4s? 14111 the state

Mental health program help meet them? How? A great deal remains to' be done
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but the entire effort will'be speeded by specific .committees of a Mental

Health Manpower Commission assigned to work on continuing education within

state.

Funding of Continuing Education

There has been a tendency to put the responsibility for'funding of

continuing education on the individual practitioner in enrollment fees. This

may be a shortsighted policy unless there is also a strong requirement for,

continuing education to retain one.s certification. Even then there are
. .

costs involved in assessing needs, planning and arranging sessions, etc.

that exceed the usual instructional costs. These costs have to be met

by universities or agencies': An overall manpower development program can

decide which.
o



FIMANCIOG MD COST EFFECTIVENESS

Financing,

The financing of mental health manpower development progfams is presently.

splintered in most states with parts being'funded.tomniversities.or communi-

ty colleges and parts being funded to the state mental health agencies.- This

. .

is true.of both state and federal funds. Some of the .casts fOrtraining are

borne by privatellotleges professional associations -'and the learners them-

selves.

Weed for more Coordination of 'Funding

To, considetzble extent this split responsibility Wili,remain.the
.

, pattern of finAptingAn,thefuture but there-is need for more coordination

Hof :the financing :.especially that which.coMes from public tax sources.

VOany manpOwrdevelopMentHaptivities related to projectiOns,

etc, P

, :

are simply not donikin most s Mince there has been no fundilp

or mechalAsmp do'thOm.

1. Peobably the most logical source for funding of an overall state
mental health Manpower development program would be the state. The
exact mechanism will vary from state to state, but the funding will
need to be assured from some strong source. Ideally the funding
will be in a sufficient amount_to support basic staff functions
over some continuing period. This is more than just .a two year
"planning activity," but rather should expect to work for implemen-
tation of recommendations, periodic reassessment and on-gotng
evaluation of the total mental health manpower development program
of the state.

ti
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To this basic support there might be added amounts in specific
contracts or grants from the federal government, the state government,
private foundations, etc. These additional amounts would Probably
be for special studies or discrete projects that would have been
developed from the basic program.

Cost Effecti-vemess-----

In recent years there has been a growing interest in cost effectiveness

tf human service programs. -This should also be considered in a manpoWer

development-programt- Unfortunately, the technology for doing cost effective-

ness,studies is still very" rudimentary.
O

It appears, however, that it should be possible taidentify major cost

items related .to such a manpower deyelopMent program (i.e., whether more

intensive in-service training progrAms result in higher quality care or

whether a new pattern of- utilization of staff results in serving more clients).

1hr
Any measures of cost effectiveness of manpower programs related to

client outcomes will be determined by the program measures or outcome that

are established for the overall mental health program. These measures will

vary frOm state to state. l'e can probably look to the various payment

programs (i.e., insurance programs and other third-party payment plans) to

held develop these measures of outcome and cost effectiveness of manpower

programs as well as of the total resources and organization of services.

Much remains to be done in this area.

VP
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pLAANING-AND IMPLEMENTING A' MA,NPOWER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

In post states there haS been no overall concern for mental health manpower

planning and so there is no mechani5M for either planning or implementing

such a program. A few states have established Offices of Manpower, or Staff

Development within the state mental health agency. For the most part these

offices have been concerned primarilY with training for the manpuJer in and

for that agency. There is seldom concern -for the total picture of mental

health of human service manpower development within the entire state.

An _Example: __The KentucKY_ Mental Health_ Mall2Pwer Commission

In Kentucky there is the Kentucky Mental Health Manpower Commission

which was originally created by the Department of. Mental Health, but which

has always operated as a separate body to do studies, make recommendations'

and to carry out especial. projects in recruitment and new manpower use.

Whi le jt has not concerned itself With the full range .of mental. health

)ower'TdeVel opment. i in the state, i t Wi-t-o4er-ed-,a wide range .of probl ems

and it provides a mechnaism through Which ComPreheAive manpOwer planning

dould7 be done.

The members. of the Kentucky .0ental Health Manpower Commission are per -

sons such as chairman of departmentsof psYchiatry and psyChOloglr.9 deans of

social work and nursing, the state 93Mmissioners of mental health and
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persorinel, representatives from the 15pAhtrtients 0 of education and from private

inCiustry. There is 4 full time stet ti\ is fuOiliided through contracts and

grants from state agencies and the fVs)i go+terr'oroeelt, Such a mechnaism as

tile ;Kentucky Rental Health Manpower td0 lfTli41011, if which has been in existence

since 1961, should be expected to co11.0 In lie in eg nCe on .an ors -going bsis_

to continuously (a hew studies, up dwe ins en-r)ti cdonti hue efforts to imple-

ment recommendations.,

Other Possibilities

In a few states, there have bee 2111e1 afar Manpower Commissions

with much the same kind of mission PO alu to tie" fliel-4ds of social work and

social welfare, They might be expanled,; 11100-Nde responsibility for

mental health manPoWer development. PIttlpte-eh Nsiii% Health Planning also

has responsibi 1 i tY 'for manpower planh1109', 1n rnOtf* states this has 'consisted

mainly of general health manpower sy-N lit:Gle attention to mental'

health or to overall. human 'services prI)v..serdet:tNelobnient. However, Compre-
.

hensi ve Health M provi des rt."h2triisill for mental heal th

manpower- develowent. In a similar 1JAY kagittia'Al medical Programs have

had a special concern for continuing eclytotion in mart disease, cancer,

stroke and kidneY di sepses. In some sttasthi Is has 1 ncluded concern for

continuing educatioh in the emotional \ects 0-r)f ttiese conditions. This

might provide a possible mechanism 30 Niire nlac 1Zes: -Texas has recently had

thanPower studies and planning by 'tN 51111 erientfit Colfitii5si on Which is another

possible arrangerlent.



Placement Within the Mental Health Agency

Yn some states it may be best to lodge such a f tion within the state

mental health agency or in an overall human resource agency if one exists.,

This arrangement- will be ideal, for up-grading the staff of the mental health

---a-g-aidy7.--IlticTe-ver7111t11-67-structure-tettirave -to-work-hard-to-o-vercome-th

suspiOon among voluntary, private and local agencies that it is concerned

only with, manpower for the .state services. This can be overcome by:.astUring

that there are both representatives and data inputs fromthe othesectors,

Heed for.an-OnifGOing iianpOwer Development Program

SuchA mental' health manpOwer de'velopment stru.cturelleeds to be rela-

tively perradnehtiri order to do repreated studies and revise. Plans,. but there

is also the need for.an expectation that the plans will be,implemented.

Thus the plans must: be: developed in close association with'the persons who

will be responsible for implementing them, and there must be sufficient staff

to work on implementation as well as on planning. Every effort should be

made to avoid making "blue,,,sky" plans Ott some agency or college "ought"

to carry, out if in fact the plans'are not practical or agreeable to the per-

sons.who will have -tb carry them out ThuS there mist be funds for travel,

meetings, coyisultants etc., to assure this kind of realistic planning and

implementation. It also implies that the plans will spell out with some

detail just how the plan will be implemented, by whom, by what time deadlines,

and at what cost.

The Mental Health Manpower CommiSsion, or whatever the structure will

be, should then be charged with monitoring and facilitating: the implementation

of the ,plans and revising them as needed.
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Initiating the Program

visible way to start such a Mental Health MahPower.

Program is to have th governOr app4int the initial members and issue an

executive order spellting out the objectives, and how the program is expected

to operate. The me rs would be named from a range of yrofessional associa

tions, education i itutions, Public and 'private tental health agencies, the

state personnel system and perhaps others from the budg9t, the legislature

and other state.maencies.

Staff may ffitially be only ohe assigned specialist, but this shouIld

) be watched closely,Once the need for more staff is lifely to soon become

apparent - especially if the program is to be truly effective.
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